Abstract -It has been observed that human limb motions are not very accurate, leading to the hypothesis that the human motor control system may have simplified motion commands at the expense of motion accuracy. Inspired by this hypothesis, we propose learning schemes that trade motion accuracy for motion command simplification. When the original complex motion commands capable of tracking motion accurately are reduced to simple forms, the simplified motion commands can then be stored and manipulated by using learning mechanisms with simple structures and scanty memory resources, and they can be executed quickly and smoothly. This paper also proposes learning schemes that can perform motion command scaling, so that simplified motion commands can be provided for a number of similar motions of different movement distances and velocities without recalculating system dynamics.
Introduction
When bringing robots from factories into the human world and letting them perform tasks involving humanrobot interactions, it is quite natural to introduce human motor control strategies into robot control. The human motor control system has demonstrated several appealing features and stimulated research into human limb motions and control strategies [3, 6] . Among the features of human motor control, effectiveness in accommodating a wide variety of motions is of great research interest; by contrast, robot learning schemes usually have difficulties in facing too large a learning space for many practical applications [5, 91. Because human beings are not very accurate in their movements, one hypothesis posits that the human motor control system may have the learning space simplied at the expense of accuracy in movement [7] . Meanwhile, when dealing with a group of similar motions, the human motor control system may also have executed motion command scaling, by which motion commands can be generated by scaling commands derived for some motions selected from a group rather than by repeatedly performing the learning process for each individual motion.
Even though there is still some doubt as to whether the human motor control system actually performs this tradeoff, the hypothesis is supported by evidence in human motor control studies such as the speed-accuracy tradeoff in human movements, the simplification hypothesis that the mechanism supporting a skill becomes progressively simpler with practice, etc. [6] . In daily life, the process of how humans learn to generate signatures demonstrates the tradeoff between motion accuracy and command simplification. Signature generation involves fast handwriting with little demand for motion accuracy, yet handwriting is a skilled human action acquired via practice. Because humans learn how to sign their names after they learn how to write, in the second learning process, they somehow learn to trade motion accuracy for motion speed and command simplicity, given that signatures are simplified forms of original handwriting. Likewise, an orchestra conductor using the same gestures with different sizes and speeds to control the tempo is a good example of motion command scaling execution in the human motor control system.
Motivated by this accuracy-simplification hypothesis, this study concentrates on how the tradeoff to be realized by using learning mechanisms and what benefits it may bring for robot learning control. This paper proposes learning schemes for motion command simplification based on the equilibrium-point hypothesis, which suggests that the central nervous system specifies equilibrium points between agonist and antagonist muscle groups that correctly position limbs in relation to the target by indicating new sets of length-tension curves for the muscle groups [3, 61. By applying the proposed learning schemes, adjusted according to the degree of accuracy given up, motion governing c m be transitioned from accurate motion tracking toward point-to-point motion regulation. Correspondingly, the original complex motion commands capable of tracking motion accurately are simplified. With motion commands in simple forms, learning controllers can then be designed that do not consume excessive memory resources. In addition, simplified motion commands also lead to faster and sim-0-7803-5406-0/99/$10.00 "1999 IEEE 1-41 2 pler command execution and smooth motion control with fewer oscillations. We also propose learning schemes to trade motion accuracy for simplified motion commands that generate motions similar to the original motion, but different in movement distance and velocity. In other words, by performing motion command simplification and scaling simultaneously, the proposed learning schemes are able to achieve motion command scaling without recalculating system dynamics [4] . Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed learning scheme for motion command simplification and Figure 2 that for motion command scaling. A progressive simplification process based on system performance is employed for motion command simplification. Motion command scaling is used to generate motion commands for motions similar to the original motion, but different in movement distance and velocity. Before the proposed learning schemes for motion command simplification and scaling can be used to derive simplified motion commands, the motion commands capable of accurate motion tracking are provided by using the learning scheme for accurate motion tracking proposed in [8] . With the robot motion trajectory and its corresponding continuous, complex motion commands available, the tradeoff between motion accuracy and command simplification will then be demonstrated by using robot manipulators to imitate human motions. The proposed learning schemes will simplify the continuous equilibrium point trajectories derived by the learning scheme for accurate motion tracking into trajectories consisting of a series of square pulses of various heights and widths, according to the equilibrium-point hypothesis. During this simplification process, the proposed learning schemes gradually give up accuracy in approximating the motion trajectory, and the fundamental feature of the motion becomes more and more evident in the resulting trajectory. With motion commands in simple forms and motion trajectories in basic shapes, robot learning control can then be enhanced in both controller design and motion command execution. Meanwhile, when motion trajectories and commands are transformed into simple forms by applying the proposed learning schemes, it is of interest whether the corresponding FNN (Fuzzy Neural Network) structures may also be simplified [l] . Thus, to analyze how the inference rules in the FNN vary along with motion trajectory simplification, we also examined whether the rules in the FNNs would become similar when governing simplified motion trajectories. If so, the similar fuzzy rules can then be combined, leading to simplified FNN structures [2].
Motion Command Simplification and Scaling

Motion command simplification
In the proposed learning scheme for motion command simplification, the tradeoff between motion accuracy and command simplification is achieved via a simplification process involving the error accumulator, decision maker, and updating gate, as shown in the blocks surrounded by the dotted lines in Figure 1 . Initially, the FNN in the scheme is in the state that the learning process for accurate motion tracking has been completed. Therefore, before the simplification process is executed, the input joint trajectory (qc(t),qc(t)) will elicit from the FNN continuous equilibrium point trajectories EP, ( t ) able to track the motion accurately. In the simplification process, an error bound (EB) is first set in the decision maker. This error bound indicates the amount of accuracy to be traded for command simplification for a portion of EPc(t). The design makes the tradeoff be performed in each local portion, leading to a more homogeneous tradeoff over the entire trajectory. When the cumulative error in tracking the motion does not exceed the error bound, the updating gate is closed, preventing the FNN from continuing to update motion commands. Thus, the motion commands remain at fixed values during that period. Consequently, the resulting EP,(t) will be in the form of a series of square pulses. By contrast, a general learning mechanism, in some sense, has the error bound set to zero, and thus updates itself at every sampling time, resulting in continuous motion commands.
The number of square pulses in EP,(t) after command simplification depends on the value of the error bound: when the error bound is large (small), EP,(t) will have a small (large) number of square pulses. The Cartesian position error was used for the error bound because it relates to the Cartesian motion trajectory directly. The error bound was set to a small value at the beginning of the simplification process and increased gradually. Intuition suggests that the final value of the error bound can be determined according to the preset similarity criterion between the original and the resulting motion trajectories. However, the resemblance between these two is quite subjective and qualitative. In order to quantitatively describe the similarity between them, the concept of similarity bounding is proposed. The similarity bound E, is defined as several times the total Cartesian error E, between the input motion, Pc(t), and the resulting motion after learning for accurate motion tracking, Pt(t):
where h 2 1 is an empirical value, standing for the degree of similarity and referred to as a similarity index.
A proper selection of h should make the original motion 1-41 3 still recognizable from the resulting motion. Based on the discussions above, the command simplification process in the proposed learning scheme will begin with a small initial error bound. The Cartesian position error will be evaluated at each sampling time. The FNN will update motion commands only when the cumulative error exceeds the error bound. After motion command simplification for the entire motion has been completed, the total Cartesian error E between Pc(t) and the resulting trajectory P,(t) is computed. When E is smaller than the similarity bound E,, the error bound will be increased and the command simplification process resumed. The simplification process will proceed until E is greater than E,. To summarize, the algorithm for motion command simplification is: Algorithm for Motion Command Simplification:
Simplify continuous equilibrium point trajectories EP, ( t )
into trajectories consisting of a series of square pulses EP, ( t ) using pre-specified degrees of similarity between originals and derived trajectories.
Step
1: Input Pc(t) and Pt(t).
Step 2: Compute the total Cartesian error E, between Pc(t) and Pt(t). Determine the similarity bound E, by selecting an empirical similarity index h.
Step 3: Initialize the error bound EB with a small value.
S t e p 4: Perform motion command simplification and evaluate the Cartesian position error between the current Cartesian position and the reference Cartesian position corresponding to Pc(t) at each sampling time. Allow the FNN update motion commands only when the cumulative error exceeds the error bound.
Step 5: Compute the total Cartesian error E between Pc(t) and P . ( t ) after motion command simplification for the entire motion has been completed.
Step 6: Check whether E is smaller than E,; if yes, increase EB and go to Step 4; otherwise, the simplification process is completed and output the simplified equilibrium point trajectory EP, ( t ) as a series of square pulses.
Motion command scaling
The proposed learning scheme for motion command scaling is used to generate motions that are different from the original motion in movement distance and velocity. Figure 2 shows the block diagram for the proposed scheme, including the size scaling and speed scaling. This scheme is basically the same as that for motion command simplification above, except that, for motion command scaling, error evaluation executed by the error accumulator and decision maker is based on scaled reference trajectories. In other words, in the new error evaluation process, the trajectories generated by the scheme are compared with the reference trajectories after scaling, simplifying and scaling EP,(t) simultaneously. The error bound may need to be increased (decreased) according to different size and speed requirements. In Figure 2 (a), to generate motions of different movement distances with the same movement velocity, the joint position trajectory qc (t) corresponding to the input position trajectory Pc(t) is scaled to be &(r) corresponding to the scaled position trajectory pc(r) by varying the sampling time, as follows:
where c1 is a scaling constant and qcb the initial joint position of q c ( t ) . When c1 > l, it is amplification, and vice versa. In Figure 2(b) , to generate motions of the same movement distance with different velocities, the joint velocity trajectory qc(t) corresponding to the input velocity trajectory Vc(t) is scaled to be ;,(r) by varying the sampling time, as follows:
When c2 < 1, it is a speed-up, and vice versa.
Experimental Results and Analyses
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed motion command simplification and scaling schemes, they were applied to generate human signatures and imitate orchestra conducting for the two-joint planar robot manipulator, with ml = 2.815kg, m2 = 1.64kg, 11 = 0.5m, 12 = 0.6m, lC1 = 0.25m, lc2 = 0.3m, and I 1 = 12 = 0.0234kgm'. The sampling time in the simulation was 2 m s . For all schemes, each joint of the robot manipulator was equipped with an FNN and a local controller. In each FNN, there were two nodes in Layer 1, eight nodes in Layer 2, sixteen nodes each in Layers 3 and 4, and one node in Layer 5. The local controller gains were selected to ensure system stability and performance, and they varied along with different motions. Three adult subjects were asked to provide motion samples. The subjects were told to move quickly to generate more natural motions, and to select satisfactory samples from what they generated, according to their own standards.
In the first set of case studies, we applied the proposed learning schemes for imitating orchestra conducting. First, we used this orchestra conducting imitation to study motion command scaling. Figure 3 shows the generation of three-beat conducting gestures under different size and velocity requirements and the corresponding motion commands. In Figure 3(a) , the original conducting motion used for reference is marked by the solid
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line and the learned motion by the dashed line. Figures  3(b) and (c) show both a larger gesture and a normal gesture conducted more rapidly, marked by the solid line. The reference motions for error evaluation during motion command scaling were generated using Eqs.( a)- ( 5), with the scaling constants c1 = 1.5 and c2 = 0.5 for the larger and faster gestures, respectively. Due to the increases in size and movement velocity, the similarity indices were increased accordingly. In Figures 3(b) and (c), the continuous EP,(t) in Figure 3 (a) were simplified and scaled into series of square-pulse trajectories. In Figure 3(b) , the simplified motion command trajectory is longer than the original one for generating a larger movement with the same movement velocity, while in Figure 3 Figure  4 , the fundamental feature of the motion trajectory is its three-beats, which is more evidently reflected in the motion commands for the learned simplified trajectory, and its corresponding FNN rule distribution also shows three evident groupings (marked by dotted circles).
In the second set of case studies, we applied the proposed learning scheme for motion command simplification for generating a handwritten character 'y' with the empirical similarity index h = 2.5, 5, and 7.5, respectively. The results show that the continuous EP,(t) for accurate motion tracking were simplified to be EP,(t), consisting of a series of square pulses, and the number of square pulses decreases along with the increase of the similarity index h. Correspondingly, motion trajectories deviated from the original one gradually, while they were still recognizable. We then performed the fuzzy rule similarity measurement and combination on the FNN and found that the corresponding FNN structure was simplified for the simplified motion trajectory. As an example, for the output membership functions in Layer 4 of the FNN for governing the learned trajectory and the simplified trajectory with h = 5, the fuzzy rule numbers reduced from 11 to 5, and from 22 to 5 for joints one and two, respectively, as the trajectory was simplified. 
Conclusion
This paper has developed learning schemes for robot motion command simplification and scaling. The proposed motion command simplification and scaling is taken as a second learning process after accurate motion tracking has been accomplished. Thus, the proposed learning schemes provide effective frameworks for achieving fast, simple control when a task does not demand high accuracy, and to transition between motion tracking and regulation according to the degree of motion accuracy given up.
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